
How Much How Many

Name: Date: __/__/20__

How _______ of them bit the dust I know not, but others always supplied
the places of those who fell.
1. many

How _______ houses have been burned because they were begun, raised,
or moved into on Friday!
2. many

And how _______ light shall fall upon the blackboard, in order that all may
see clearly the white characters on the black surface?
3. much

Ah, me, how _______ years had rolled by since last she had been kissed
in that way!
4. many

Almost unconsciously he is telling himself how time changes all things, and
how _______ plans and affections can be altered in twelve months.
5.

many

Ask him about how _______ gas he saw us dump to empty the tank.6. much

It is amazing how _______ dirt you can dump in one place without
increasing the pile perceptibly.
7. much

How _______ generations have repeated the account of this wonderful
occurrence, from one to another, to bring it down to our times!
8. many

How _______ girls enter upon marriage quite ignorant and altogether
inexperienced.
9. many

That table tells him how _______ men a 5, 10, or 20 per cent.10. many

In my conversation I asked this young man how _______ acres his father
cultivated in cotton and how many in corn.
11. many

And then it was terrible to think how _______ battles he had fought, and
how in one of them a bullet had gone quite through his neck, and he had lain
a whole night among the slain.

12. many

The blind man is then told how _______ steps will bring him to a certain
player, and he has to guess the direction toward him, and the length of step.
13. many
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How _______ hopes were based upon a word, and how _______
disappointments followed!
14. many many

Tell me, generals, how _______ men does each one of you command?15. many

For example, how _______ inches or feet of wire will be needed to make
a three-wire fence of given length?
16. many

How _______ of us, even, have had the experience of suddenly thinking
of a friend of whom we have not thought for weeks or months, and then
entirely unexpectedly meeting or hearing from this same friend.

17. many

How _______ money shall be expended in advertising it?18. much

I suppose it might have been considered impertinent in us to be thus
prying into our neighbors' concerns, wondering how they contrived to live and
how _______ money they made by their business.

19.

much

See how _______ buildings are going up, and how rents are rising every
month.
20. many
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